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Details of Visit:

Author: South East Punts
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 9 Jul 2021 2:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

5-10 min walk from Victoria train station. Nice clean upstairs flat in a nice area. 

The Lady:

Very slim,size 4-6, 5ft 6 inches with no heels.6ft with them! Early 20's. A-Cup bust. Very slender
long legs.A few very discreet sexy tattoos dotted around her slender body which really suited her.
Long jet black silky hair and dark eyes, so so beautiful. Very easy to talk to and chat with. Eastern
European but very good English. 

The Story:

This is my first review on here as I feel like this lady and my experience with the agency deserves a
nice mention. I hope it works and links to her on their website. I've followed the HOD twitter page
and website for some time and once I saw Angel appear a few weeks back as a new girl I had to
book her. Perfect coms with the agency,booked 5 days in advance and called in the morning of the
meet to confirm it. Arrived way too early so killed some time and then found the premises with easy
instruction from the maid on the phone. Maid met me 5 mins early, let me in to take a quick shower,
both Angel and her friend Jules were sitting waiting and i gave them both a hello before jumping in
the shower (Jules also looked very beautiful). The maid couldn't have been more pleasant. The
room was nice and clean with a big bed. Sorted the paperwork and Angel returned, and OMG, She
is just delicious! Every guys dream girl surely! She was wearing a sexy one piece black body suit
thing and my god that bottom, those legs...they go on forever! Angel is around 5'6" without her
heels (her height isn't currently on their website) and she is so slender which you can see in all the
pics but she is also lovely to talk to, very happy, smiley and has a beautiful accent and really good
English. I was all over her in minutes, kissing her beautiful body, those boobs are just so perfect I
was in heaven. We shared some kisses and then Angel gave me some gorgeous OWO while I
watched her bottom in the air on the bed..amazing. I enjoyed some incredible RO and boy does
Angel taste delicious! Lots more kissing of her whole body ensured and all I had in my head was
how much this girl must turn heads in the street. She is literally perfection.
Anyway, we had sex eventually after Angel put the condom on using her mouth. Cowgirl, mish and
legs up mish but when I took her from behind it was all too much and I came. 45 mins were up and
how where did the time go! So we lay and had a chat for 10 mins about the outside world, she also
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guessed I was 8 years younger than I am which I was very happy about. Eventually we got dressed
and I left.

Overall I would recommend Angel 100%. She is as in the pics.. physically. But she is also a
genuinely warm, interested, engaged girl who I believe would treat anyone with warmth and
respect.

This was my first visit to HOD and I will be sure to return as the whole experience today was a very
pleasant one.  
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